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ABSTRACT
A method of forming hollow glass spheres S shaped by the effects of surface tension acting on bubbles of glass in its molten state; the method is characterized by the steps of establishing a downwardly flowing stream of air accelerated at a one-G rate of acceleration through a drop tower 10, introducing into the stream of air free-falling bubbles B of molten glass, and freezing the bubbles in the stream as they are accelerated at a one-G rate of acceleration.

6 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure
METHOD OF FORMING FROZEN SPHERES IN A FORCE-FREE DROP TOWER

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA Contract and is subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 STAT. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The invention generally relates to methods for forming frozen hollow spheres and more particularly to an improved method of utilizing a drop tower for forming hollow glass spheres in the absence of shape-distorting effects of aerodynamic drag.

2. Description of the Prior Art

Since thermo-nuclear fusion is an extremely important segment of scientific endeavor, laboratory experiments are continuously being conducted in this field. One area of fusion research, known as inertia-confinement, has received much attention from those experimentors currently employed in this endeavor. In this area, electronic means are finding a prominent place among the drivers being proposed.

Briefly, inertial-confinement is attained by radiating a target with extremely high intensity beams such as, for example, laser, ion, and electron beams. Such a beam of radiation is applied over a very short time span, such as 100 pico seconds, for example. The targets employed preferably comprise hollow spherical shells of glass filled with deuterium and tritium. Conversion of the target surface to plasma occurs in about 10 pico seconds, causing inward compression of thermo-nuclear fuel contained in the spheres. The mass of fuel is burned at its center as a result of the implosion where the compression is high enough. Compression to more than 1,000 times liquid density is desired for reasonable reactor-target design. Currently, reactors tend to need approximately 50% fuel burned in order to be considered efficient. Spherical glass shells are considered, currently, to comprise the best primary fuel containers for targets, in a laser fusion process, because of their high strength and low permeability.

Presently, the spheres employed as research targets are characterized by an outside diameter of approximately 100 micrometers and a shell thickness of approximately 1 micrometer. However, reactor target sizes ranging from one to ten millimeters in diameter have been considered. Glass shells with aspect ratios, that is, having outside diameters to wall thickness as high as 500:1 have been produced. However, as is well known, as the aspect ratio increases, the yield of high-quality shells tends to diminish. Therefore, one of the major problems facing those currently involved in research of the type aforementioned, is how to obtain a sufficiently high yield of spheres having the precise sphericity and concentricity needed to facilitate a desired enhanced efficiency.

During the course of a preliminary search conducted for the instant invention, the patents discovered are listed on the enclosed "List Of Prior Art Cited By Applicant".

The patent to Kassel U.S. Pat. No. 2,738,548 discloses a method for forming uniformly shaped glass spheres characterized by precise sphericity and concentricity in a terrestrial, substantially zero-G environment.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the instant invention to provide an improved method for forming spheres from plasticized materials.

It is another object to provide an improved method of forming hollow glass spheres shaped by the effects of
surface tension acting on bubbles of glass in a molten state.

It is another object to provide an improved method wherein an aerodynamically drag-less environment is established in a drop tower, at one atmosphere, for purposes of accommodating formation of spherical bodies.

These and other objects and advantages are achieved through a method wherein bubbles of molten material are deposited in a downwardly flowing stream of air accelerated at precisely one-G, whereby the known effects of aerodynamic resistance are avoided, in a positive one atmosphere environment, as will become more readily apparent by reference to the following description and claims in light of the accompanying drawings.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

The drawing comprises a perspective view of an apparatus provided for performing a method embodying the principles of the instant invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring now to the drawing with more particularity, there is shown a drop tower, generally designated 10, particularly suited for performing a method embodying the principles of the instant invention.

As shown in the drawing, the drop tower 10 includes a vertically oriented tubular body 12 having an internal passageway 13 connected with a suction fan, or evacuation pump, designated 14. As shown in the drawing, the passageway 13 opens in an expanded mouth, designated 16. The mouth 16 is located at the upper end thereof and terminates in a restricted throat 18. Thus the passageway 13 is suitably shaped for accommodating downward acceleration, at one-G of atmospheric air drawn therethrough so that the stream of air drawn through the passageway 13 is characterized by a velocity which exactly equals that of the velocity of any object falling through the passageway.

As shown in the drawing, a bubble generator 20 is positioned above the mouth 16, provided for the passageway 13. The bubble generator is used for the purpose of introducing into the passageway free-falling bubbles of molten glass. Since the bubble generators 20 are known and the details thereof form no part of the invention hereinafter claimed, a detailed description of the generator 20 is omitted in the interest of brevity. It suffices, however, to understand that free-falling bubbles B of molten materials such as glass are introduced into the passageway 13, via the mouth 16, and that the bubbles are permitted to gravitate downwardly through the passageway to be received in a delivery opening, designated 22, as solid glass spheres, designated S. Preferably, the opening 22 is formed in a separator plate formed of a mesh or screen-like material.

It should now be apparent that the bubbles or droplets B gravitate or fall at exactly a one-G rate of acceleration, precisely the rate of acceleration for the stream of air drawn through the mouth 16. Thus the bubbles, or droplets B, experience no aerodynamic drag due to the relative velocity thereof. Consequently, forces of surface tension acting on the bubbles or droplets draw the bubbles into substantially perfect spheres which, when cooled, comprise solid, hollow spheres.

In order to freeze the spheres by permitting the molten glass, or other materials, to give up heat through radiation, convection and/or conduction, the tubular body 12 preferably is of a sufficient height to permit the bubbles to fall for a period of time of sufficient duration to give up their heat and thus freeze into spherical configurations. Where desired, the tubular body 12 may be concentrically related to a cooling coil, generally designated 24, through which is circulated a suitable refrigerant. Moreover, where so desired, the air drawn through the mouth 16 for the passageway 13 may be pre-cooled.

Additionally, and as so desired, it is possible to agitate the air within the passageway 13, in a manner not here discussed, for further effecting an exchange of temperature between the surfaces of the tubular body 12 and the bubbles B falling through the passageway.

It should, at this juncture, readily be apparent that while the instant invention provides a method which is particularly suited for forming hollow glass spheres, the method is equally applicable in methods employed in forming hollow spheres of other materials, including ceramics and metals.

In view of the foregoing, it is to be understood that the method embodying the principles of the instant invention provides a practical solution to many of the problems heretofore encountered by those engaged in the design of apparatus and methods intended for use in forming frozen spheres in terrestrial environments, particularly in laboratory environments.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of forming solid spheres from a hardenable liquid material, the steps comprising:
   A. establishing a flowing stream of gaseous fluid with said stream flowing in a substantially vertical downward direction;
   B. introducing droplets of hardenable liquid material into said stream with the droplets accelerating in the direction of said stream and at a common rate of acceleration with said stream, which rate is substantially one-G; and
   C. cooling said droplets a sufficient amount within said stream to harden said droplets.

2. A method as defined in claim 1 in which said droplets comprise bubbles.

3. A method as defined in claims 1 or 2 wherein said fluid comprises ambient air and said material comprises molten glass.

4. A method as defined in claims 1 or 2 wherein said stream of fluid comprises a stream of ambient air drawn at a one-G rate of acceleration vertically downwardly through a cooled drop tower, and said droplets of material comprises free-falling bubbles of molten glass.

5. A method as defined in claims 1 or 2 wherein said stream of fluid comprises a stream of gas downwardly accelerated through a drop tower, and said droplets of material comprise hollow, free-falling droplets of glass characterized by a capability of being frozen in said stream.

6. A method for forming hollow glass spheres shaped by the effects of surface tension acting on bubbles of glass in its molten state comprising the steps of:
   A. establishing a downwardly flowing stream of air accelerated at a one-G rate of acceleration;
   B. introducing into said stream of air free-falling bubbles of molten glass; and
   C. freezing the bubbles in the stream as they are accelerated at a one-G rate of acceleration.

* * * * *